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FACTORY
Area: 4600 m2 | Year : 2014

TECHNOLOGY

‘‘Forming Innovation By Technology ’’

‘‘Forming Innovation By Technology ’’

HEAD OFFICE
Area: 3200 m2 | Year : 2002

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Superior Experience of 22 Years.
DONEM MAKINA was established in Kartepe –Kocaeli TURKIYE in 1996. As being stated 2 factories one with 4.600
m² closed and another 3.200 m² area .
With our full guarantee we offer:
-Turnkey PU- PIR Sandwich Panel Production Lines - Corrugated Sheet Lines
- Metal Roof Tile Machines - Roll forming Lines
- UC Purlin Machines - Mini Cut to length lines - polyurethane foam machine pro max .
DONEM MAKINA , has long years’ experience in designing, manufacturing, and installing complete systems for the
production of PU-PIR SANDWICH PANELS ,corrugated sheets and metal roof tiles with more than100 employees, is
the middle east –western European leader with sales and after sales services.
Being creative and up to date with latest technology in our designs – products’ quality .
Moving forward with our unique designs, constant development and creativity in our industry is what made us one
the most competitive in this field to gain the honor of being model to manufactures .
Choosing DMMET means obtaining immediate access, anywhere in the world, to highly trained technical personnel
and top level facilities, reliable information, and unparalleled services, all of which are available at a quality/price
ratio that is extremely competitive in the international market.
Dmmet has recently become one of the best sellers around the world with our keen to manufacture the best product
in terms of quality / price / services .
Above all our high performance , standards . which is eventually rated by our powerful presence in the international
market which is marked by exporting more than 120 line until today to more than 22 countries .
Welcome to visit the east European and the middle east ‘s leading manufacturer

PU-PIR Sandwich Panel Production Line
Trapezoidal Sheet Rool Forming Machine
Arslanbey OSB. Yanı Bakırlı Mah. Nazım Demirci Cad. No: 368
Sarımeşe-Kartepe / KOCAELİ / TURKEY
Gsm : +90 530 354 66 29 - +90 532 632 24 29 - +90 554 601 10 88
E-mail : info@sandwichpanelline.com

Polyurethane Foam Machine
Metal Tile Roof Rool Forming Machine
Cut to Length Line
Flexible U-C Purlin Machine

TRAPEZOIDAL SHEET ROOL FORMING MACHINE

METAL TILE ROOF ROOL FORMING MACHINE

FLEXIBLE U-C PURLIN MACHINE

DMMET, produces efficient and flexible
production lines for trapezoidal and
corrugated profiles. DMMET offers
these solutions as multi-deck lines and
as quick-change cassette lines. Roll
forming machines for single profile
production are manufacetured by us.

DMMET has extensive experience in metal tile
profiles and a broad overview of manufacturing
technology, and offers wide range of metal roof
tile designs. We can also create completely new
product designs and innovations according to
specific customer requirements.

Flexible production line for prefabricated
C and U members for wall, truss and
floor framing.Wall, truss and floor
frames for prefabricated buildings like:
residential houses and villas, office
buildings, social premises, module
containers, façade elements, etc.
Members produced with all the needed
perforations (sheet working) like joint
details, screw holes, through holes,
openings ...

%100

INTEGRITY

CUT TO LENGTH LINE
The lines are equipped
for such processes as
trimming, recoiling,
precision leveling, and
cutting-to-length.

DMMET manufactures cut-to-length lines
for steel, stainless steel, aluminum, and all
types of non-ferrous metals in strip widths
from 600 to 1.600 mm and strip thicknesses
from 0.1 to 4.0 mm. Our references include
steel plants, steel service centers, the
automotive industry, and metal processors
of various kinds. Individual customer
solutions distinguish our innovatively
designed, frequently proven, and highly
productive lines DMMET cut-to-length lines
cut aluminum sheet and strip for industrial
applications and for the aeronautical
industry to the desired
precise dimensions.

